
GRANINE x BEEHIVE 

Hi, I’m Angeline from BINUS University Indonesia, also the founder of Granine which is a local 

brand from Indonesia that serve healthy foods. Our main aim is to help people with high risk of 

blood pressure in which oat can lower the blood pressure naturally that we use as main based of 

all our products. Granine main product is Granola which is a type of cereal that uses oat as main 

based, healthy nuts like almond, cashew, pistachio, healthy seeds like sunflower seed, pumpkin 

seed, flax seed, also mix with dried fruits. We also serve granola parfait which is the combination 

of dessert but healthier version. All the components of granola parfait are made by me from the 

fruit jam, yoghurt, and the pudding. We also serve snack category which are oat cookie as main 

favourite, and granola bites. We are working on system of customize-able granola where 

customers can choose what toppings are inside their granola and planning on opening a small 

store in mall so we can get to deliver message face to face with customers and share information 

about all the ingredients and things that customers ask.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can find us on Instagram @granine.granola also drop us email at granine.project@gmail.com 

we are open to any type of partnerships.  Well, I’m very grateful for the opportunities so I can be 

here in manila to join the pitching event by BEEHIVE. It’s a big breakthrough since I’ve never been 

into event like this. I also learn a lot from beehive through the assignment on website, all the 

lecturers and event have taught me a lot. Also here, I get to know other start up owner who might 

be partnered up with Granine in the future. Meeting all the links and opportunities for me in the 

future to develop and learn more about business and how to build a great brand.  
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